
LESSON 5 . YOUR FUTURE BAC. 1st year

GRAMMAR. FUTURE TENSES.

1- FUTURE SIMPLE   ( will + infinitive). Use :
    - Predictions  ( usually with the expressions  It think …../ I'm sure.... )
       I'm sure you will win the competition.             They will be alike when they grow up
       Go to see that film you will enjoy it.     
     
   - Planned schedule / timetable
     The plane will land in an hour. I will see you at the weekend
     The festival will start on 2nd March. The lecture will begin at 9.00
    
   - Decision taken at the moment of speaking
     Ok,I will help you finish the job
     The phone is ringing, I'll answer it
     Do you want to know more about genes? I'll give you a good book to read.

2- BE GOING TO. 
    - Plans and intentions
      We are going to visit our friends in Madrid at the weekend.
      He is going to study at university when he finishes school.
      We are going to meet next week
    - Something about to happen.
      The sky is very dark, it's going to rain.
      It's 9 o'clock and I'm not ready. I'm going to be late.
      My neighbour is on her way to hospital. She's going to have a baby.

3- PRESENT CONTINUOUS
    - Planned and arranged actions in the near future.  (usually for appointments)
      Alice is going to the dentist on Friday.
      Are you meeting Bill this evening.?

4- FUTURE PERFECT       (WILL HAVE + past participle)
     A completed action at a certain future time.
     By the end of June the school year  will have finished.
     By the end of this year I'll have passed my driving licence.
     Perhaps in another ten years, they will have found the answers 

5- FUTURE CONTINUOUS     ( WILL BE + -ING)
     An action in progress at a certain future time.
     This time next year I will be studying the 2nd year of bachillerato.
     By this time next month I will be flying to Italy.
     Scientists will be doing their best in the next few decades to try to understand genetics.



Complete the sentences with the future simple, be going to or the present continuous
1. I …...............................(meet ) some friends for coffee this afternoon.
2. Dan's always late. I'm sure he ….................................. (not arrive) on time.
3. The show …......................................... (end) at exactly 10 o'clock. 
4. ' The phone is ringing.'     ' I  …..............................(answer) it.
5. Martin ….........................................(start) his new job tomorrow.
6. …..................they ….........................(win) the football match tomorrow?

Write a suitable sentence to follow each of these sentences. Use the words in brackets and 
the future simple or be going to.

1. I've got plans for tomorrow. (see a film).
2. Don't try to move that heavy table alone . (help)
3. Be careful ! ( fall)
4. Don't buy him that shirt. (not like)
5. the train is late. (arrive at 6 o'clock) 

Choose the correct answer.
1. At this time next week, we …................... fun at the beach.

a. will be having b. will be had
2. I can come to the meeting on 8th May

I ….................. back from my holiday by then.
a. will be coming b. will have come

3. …......... you …........... to Dave by Monday?
a. Will / have spoken b. Will / be speaking

4.  When you get home, call me. I …......................for your call.
a. will be waiting b. will have waited

5. The big match is in August so we …............................ all summer.
a. will be training b. will have trained

Complete the future perfect and future continuous sentences. Use the verbs in the list
            watch          live           watch       wait         go

1. This time next year, Bill …... …..................................... in Miami.
2. By six o'clock tonight, we  ….................................. both DVDs.
3. Will you still …...............................  for me in three months?
4. By midnight, they ….................................. to sleep.
5. He …........................................ TV at eight o'clock. It'd be better to call him at nine.

Complete the sentences with a suitable verb below. Use the Future Perfect or Future Continuous.
        Rain         reply       fall        not finish          fly         have

1. …............ you …...................to Helen by Friday? She's waiting for your response.
2. They …............................ the project by June. There's still a lot of work they have to do.
3. At this time tomorrow, I …......................................... to Paris.
4. Come over at 7.00 tonight. We …............................... dinner by ten.
5. By the end of November, most of the leaves ….................................. from the trees.
6. It …................................. when our plane lands in Rome, so take your umbrella.

Complete the sentences. Use the words in brackets and the future perfect or the future continuous.
1. You …................................................. (finish) your course by this time next year.
2. Where …........................................................( your family / live) in 2012?
3. I …....................................................... (not win) the lottery by this summer.
4. …........................................................(Your father/ watch) the Grand Prix next weekend?
5. ….......................................................... (you / send) that text to Ron by the time I get back?


